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Government

news

releases

fre-

quently use the term "farm income,"
or "gross farm income." The economists use the same term often.
It is easy for readers to get the impression that the dollars represented

in "farm income" go into farmers'
pockets and remain there.

The truth, of course,

is

that the

farm dollar likes to go visiting

- to

the seed company, to the bank, to
the grocery store, the tax collector,
the hardware shop, the dress shop,
the

automobile

agency.

In

other

words, the farm dollar benefits the
entire community from which the
farm products originated.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture comes along with a study showing

lust how much a community

would benefit when farm income in
that area is increased $100,000. The
study area was an Oklahoma county
with 5,000 population.

USDA estimates the farmers re-

ceiving that additional $100,000 would
spend immediately $54,362 for goods

and services within the county. The
"multiplier effect" of this will add

577,845 to gross receipts in the county, and of this $16,457 will be added
to the net incomes of local non -farm
residents.

LTSIM
Dividing that added $16,457 of net
income, local and other governmental
agencies get $3,744; wage earners for
private businesses get $3,491, and the
operators of auto agencies, service stations and farm equipment stores put
an added $2,883 in their pockets.
Grain elevators, feed and produce
stores, truckers, etc., get $2,224 added
income, while lumber yards, hardware
stores and utility companies put
$1,267 in their pockets. Interestingly,

lawyers and doctors get

a $1,142

share. Grocery stores and restaurants

pick up $732 in added income; de-

partment stores, drug stores and
jewelers get $483, and churches and
other civic and social services get an

added $254. Even the barbers and
beauticians, dry cleaners and movie
theaters picked up an added $217 of
net income.

Who benefits from the added dollars when farm incomes are strength-

ened? A better question might be:
Who doesn't?

Dean
College of Agriculture
and
School of Home Economics

Cover Picture From Coconino County
Climate makes Coconino County
agriculture far different from the agriculture of central and southern Arizona. For Coconino County is both
north and in a much higher altitude

peratures.
Our cover picture, reproduced here,

the state.
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fruit grower, spraying his Golden De-

licious apples to control red spider

AGRICULTURE IN

than the irrigated farming areas of mites. Coconino growers produce ex-

Symbols of that climate are the

San Francisco peaks near Flagstaff,

snow- topped in mid -June, after Phoe-

nix, Yuma and Tucson have accustomed themselves to 100 -plus tern-
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market, maintaining a rigid spray program to keep insects under control.

Now turn to Page six and read

County Agent Bill Brechan's story
about the agriculture of his county.
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form and bush of Montezuma, from

Tite Newest and die ßeI

which it is a sport, but the color is
a deeper orange -scarlet, and it appears to fade less. Slight fragrance.

ROSES FOR 1965

Tested for Three Years

TROPICANA, 1963, HT. A brilliant rose. Fluorescent orange -red

R. B. Streeets and Harvey F. Tate

non -fading blooms on long cutting
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very vigorous and is free -blooming.
Growth tall give it room.
SOUTH SEAS, 1963, HT. Deep
pink buds which open to a lumines-

stems lasting well as cut flowers. Bush

cent coral -pink exceptionally large
bloom with wavy petals. Blooms finish with some darker overtones. Bush

very vigorous to five to six feet.
SARATOGA, 1963, Fl. Pure white
gardenia -like flowers, long lasting on
plant and when cut. Old rose fragrance. Compact grower of medium
height with glossy green leaves. Free -

CAMELOT, 1965, Fl. Medium to bloomer.
As the average rose grower
large
deep coral blooms produced in
has neither the space nor the
The "Peace Family"
on a sturdy, upright bush.
time to test even a fraction of abundance
There
have been many sports and
has many wavy petals and is
the new roses, the following lists Bloom
hybrids
of the very popular Peace
colorful when fully open.
rose.
The following have performed
should be of value in selecting
Others
Also
New
best
in
this climate:
the few new varieties that can
WORLD'S FAIR SALUTE, 1964,
CHICAGO
PEACE, 1963, HT. A
be planted in the home garden. HT. Another good red rose on a deep phlox -pink
with base of petals

The selection is based on experience in growing and observing new

varieties ( made available for testing

by some of the major breeders of
roses in advance of sale to the public ) and by observation in the growing fields, rose shows and gardens.
Estimates of the value of new varieties are tentative and

subject to

change until five years' experience

has made an accurate evaluation possible.

This is the American Rose

Society standard of rating.

All -America Winners for 1965
The rose industry maintains 16 test
gardens representing all climates in

the United States where new varieties are tested before being sold to
the public. From one to four outstanding new varieties are chosen

each year by impartial experts. This
year's choices are:
MR. LINCOLN, 1965, HT. A very
good red rose with a high center and
good stems. A good bush with average vigor. Good foliage.
Dr. Streets is Plant Pathologist of the Experiment Station. He is a rose judge and
Consulting Rosarian of the Southwest District, American Rose Society. Mr. Tate is
Extension Horticulturist.
For those interested in roses, this College

of Agriculture has just published Bulletin
A -30, "Roses in Arizona," and Folder 103,
"Rose Varieties for Arizona, 1965." Copies

are available from your local county agricultural agent.

moderately vigorous bush. Good foliage and good stems for cutting.
GRANADA, 1964, HT. This 1964
All -America winner has urn -shaped

buds and blooms of varying shades
of scarlet, nasturtium red and deep
yellow, and a spicy fragrance. The

vigorous upright plant blooms

throughout the season.
CAPE CORAL, 1964, HT. Flowers
shade from orange -coral to pastel
coral and are freely produced. The
sturdy plant has glossy green foliage.
WOBURN ABBEY, 1965, Fl. A

new color combination, a glowing
orange with

cherry red

shadings

deepening as bloom opens fully. A
free bloomer on a compact, spreading bush. Makes a good color accent.

Tested for Two Years
RED AMERICAN BEAUTY, 1964,
HT. Dark, velvety red blooms of
good form and fragrance. Good stems
produced on a vigorous upright grow-

ing bush. Free blooming. A most
promising variety.
EIFFEL TOWER, 1964, HT. This
one is different. Buds very long and

slender, good pink color in cool

weather, on long stems which tend
to be slender. The bush is very tall,
five to six feet. Not for the front row.
CIRCUS PARADE, 1964, Fl. Sim-

ilar to Circus but with considerably
more cherry red shading of petals.
Free blooming. Bush compact like
Circus.
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FLORIADE, 1964, Gr.

Has the

yellow (in cool weather ) . Otherwise
both flower and bush very much like
Peace.

LUCKY PIECE, 1962, HT. Deep
pink and orange blended in petals ( in
cool weather ) . Otherwise both flower
and bush very much like Peace.
PERSONALITY, 1960, HT. Deep
yellow with strong pink suffusion (in
cool weather ) High centered bud
.

and opening bloom very attractive.
Open bloom not as good as Peace.
Glossy Peace foliage on a stronger
bush.

A Vibrant Color

Orange Red

H A W A I I, 1960, HT. Glowing
orange -coral blend. High centered

blooms that fade very little, on long
sturdy stems. The foliage is glossy
and the bush very vigorous, growing
to five or six feet. Blooms freely.
SARABANDE, 1960, Flor. Brilliant
orange -scarlet single or semi- double
blooms in clusters on low spreading
bush. Continuous bloom. An excellent color accent. Taller ( 2 to 3 feet )
as it gets older.
MALIBU, 1960, Flor. The large
blooms open coral -orange red, finishing several shades lighter. Size and

form of blooms more like a hybridtea than a floribunda. Very colorful.

Bush vigorous, of moderate size.
AZTEC, 1957, HT. Bright orange red blooms of good form on a rather
spreading bush. Moderate bloom.
SPARTAN, 1955, Flor. The first of
(Continued on Next Page)

Yuma Man Top Cattle Judge

ROSES FOR 1965
(Continued from Previous Page)

the bright, relatively non -fading,
orange -red floribundas. Heavy and

continuous bloom of medium sized

flowers. Foliage is almost evergreen.

Bush is tall and upright. A fine color
accent.

New Red Hybrid Teas

AVON, 1961, HT. A large medium
red rose of exceptional form and fra-

grance borne on long sturdy stems.

Bush vigorous and foliage very good.
Free blooming.
AMERICANA, 1961, HT. Large
medium red blooms of very good form
and texture and good fragrance. Very
vigorous bush and excellent foliage.
Free blooming and non -fading.

CHRISTIAN DIOR,

1962,

HT.

Large crimson -red blooms with scar-

let shadings, hold color well. Some
fragrance. Good bush and foliage of
average size.
JOHN S. ARMSTRONG, 1962, Gr.

L. A. "Bud" Lemke, right, of Yuma
Medium sized dark red flowers of
satiny texture and mild fragrance. receives the trophy for top place in
Keep well as cut flowers. Vigorous the cattle judging contest during the
annual Hereford 4 -H family day at
bush with good foliage.

New Pink Hybrid Teas

COLUMBUS QUEEN, 1962, HT.
Soft orchid -pink blooms of "show
rose" form borne singly on long stems;
excellent for cutting. Darker pink in
cool weather. Bush very vigorous and
free blooming, up to 4 to 6 feet. Foliage very good.
SOUTH SEAS, 1963, HT. Deep

pink buds which open to a lumines-

cent coral -pink exceptionally large
bloom with wavy petals. Blooms finish with some darker overtones. Bush
very vigorous to five to six feet.

DUET, 1960, HT.

A very free

blooming two -tone pink ( light pink
with deep pink reverse ) Produces
an abundance of well formed flowers,
very good for cutting. The vigorous
bush has handsome foliage. Blooms
are good even in heat.
PINK PARFAIT, 1960, GR. An.

other free blooming pink with medium sized blooms in shades of pas-

tel pink. Bush is vigorous and foliage very good. Much pinker in cool
weather.
GARDEN PARTY, 1959, HT. Large

blooms of exceptional form and substance. Rich ivory with delicate pastel pink edges in cool weather; ivory
to white in heat. Bush is sturdy with
good foliage.
ANGEL WINGS, 1958, HT. A
slender well -formed bud, white with

considerable pink shading in cool

weather, less in heat. Erect growing
plant with good stems and foliage.

Arizona Hereford Assn. The family
day was co- sponsored by the U of A's

the University of Arizona's Campbell
Avenue farm.
Congratulating him is Robert Hooper, Springerville, president of the

Animal Science department and the
state Hereford association.
Lemke, adult leader of the Yuma
Mesa Jackrabbits 4 -H club, won the
trophy in competition with others
from throughout the state.

Yellow Hybrid Teas

a pillar ( short climber, 6 to 8 feet)

KING'S RANSOM, 1962, HT. Brilliant golden yellow, showing a minimum of fading. Flower of good form
and substance on good stems. Bush
vigorous.

SUMMER SUNSHINE, 1962, HT.

Another brilliant golden yellow of
good size on a vigorous bush with
good foliage. Form and substance
good.

Good New Floribundas
LILLI MARLEEN, 1961, Fl. A
brilliant dark cherry -red floribunda
with long lasting flowers and unchang-

ing color. Bushy plant well covered
with semi -glossy foliage. Free blooming.

A bright spot of color.

Mil-

dewed this fall.
HEAT WAVE, 1958, Fl. Fiery
Chinese red blooms produced in great
profusion on a vigorous bush. Bud
short and pointed, flower form good.
One of the brightest. Growth upright,
compact and well foliaged.
RUBY LIPS, 1958, Fl. Free bloom-

ing semi -double bright red which

holds its color. Bush compact and
moderately vigorous. Good foliage.
Some Excellent Climbers
DON JUAN, 1957, Cl. Dark velvety red flowers produced freely on

.

Fragrant. Repeats well for a climber.
SUMMER SHOWERS, 1957, Cl.

Clear medium yellow flowers with

wavy petals produced all season ( rare

in a climber grown in our climate)

.

Vigorous growth to 8 to 10 feet.
CL. CHRYSLER IMPERIAL, 1956,
Cl. HT. Crimson -red blooms like the
bush produced on a vigorous climber.
CL. SUTTER'S GOLD, 1950, Cl.
HT. Slender buds shaded and veined
with red open to high centered
blooms on good stems. Very fragrant.
Good repeat bloom. Vigorous bush
to 8 to 10 feet.
CL. PEACE, 1950, Cl. HT. Flowers

just like the bush, produced freely
on a very vigorous climber, growth

12 to 18 feet. Some repeat in summer; considerable in fall. This one
needs room!

A Good "Fence Rose"
RED GLORY ( HYBRID 311), 1963,
Fl.

Grows rapidly from small plants

to 4 to 6 feet. Everblooming 2 -inch
single bright red flowers. Handsome
glossy foliage. Plant 24 inches apart
for a dense hedge. By far the most
attractive of the "fence roses."
January-February
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Nome Economics Has

Professional Major
In Interior Design
Mildred R. Jensen

Forty -seven juniors and seniors in
i the School of Home Economics major

in interior design or interior decoration. Additional freshmen and sophoI mores are busily working on their art
I courses and others transfer in the second semester.

All design majors take 20 or more
from design to drawunits of art
' ing, to history of art, and to special ized classes like ceramics and crafts.
I The drawing helps them to see what
their own furnishing ideas look like,
and later helps to show prospective
clients what is being planned for
them. Quick sketches may suffice for
small jobs. Bids on large jobs are al.

ways accompanied by elaborate drawshowing
ings
"renderings"
colors,
maplacement of furniture,
terials, etc.

To Please the Eye
Design courses in art supply the
fundamental reasons for arrangements

of line and color, whatever future
styles or future ways of living may

bring. History of art courses help the

interior design student to see the

background for period furniture and
historic fabric designs.
Craft and ceramics courses bring a
new appreciation of accessories used

in room designs and often give the
student a life -long pleasurable hobby.

All "I.D. Majors" take Architectural
Design and Drawing so that, when
needed, they can draft their ideas
into better form and read an archi-

tect's plans with a more knowing and
appreciative eye.
Access to the museum and the fine
art exhibits on campus also provide
many an idea for student designers.
Major courses supply the know -how
of color schemes, furniture arrangements, correct period or modern
rooms. They also supply solutions to
many problems, such as furniture arrangements for pie- shaped rooms,
Mrs. Jensen is professor of Textiles, Cloth-

ing and Related Art in the School of Home
Economics.
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drapery arrangements for curiously shaped windows, what to do with out of -date furniture, etc.

Club With a Contest
Interior Design majors also have a
student club representing one of the
major professional organizations in
the U. of A. N.S.I.D. Stuthe field
dent Club. Besides considerable advice and help from professional members of the Arizona Chapter, National
Society of Interior Designers, the club
also takes part in a national contest.
Local contestants enter portfolios
of their work, the winner receiving
a $300 scholarship from the national
organization. This year's winner was
Michael Stanley of Morenci. Graduating seniors become junior members of N.S.I.D. and, after three years
work, may apply for full professional

-

membership.

"The American farmer feeds 30 persons

in addition to himself, while his Russian
counterpart can provide food for only five
or six persons. Moreover, today's U. S.
farmer can produce as much in one hour
as he did in 21/2 hours 15 years ago." USDA Secretary Orville L. Freeman.

OUR MYSTERY PICTURE

All seniors take a class in which

Wheels, wheels, wheels!
Where was this picture taken, of
these old wheels which carried the
freight back in the days when Ari-

problems, the sometimes difficult customer, the long hours spent searching

OFFICERS OF THE U of A student chap-

The Student Chapter recently met
with President Sandy Rosenthal at
his shop in Cele Peterson's.

the lecture is in the School of Home
Economics and the laboratory hours
are spent working with various professional designers in Tucson. Here
they see not only the fascination of
beautiful work, but also the business

for good design solutions for custo-

mers' wishes or the perfect accessory.

Here they hear talk of shipping

problems, professional ethics, licensing bills, trips to market and so on

never again will they be useless
strangers to a design studio.

zona farmers and ranchers got their
supplies from wagons pulled by mules
and draft horses?
Answer on Page 17.

ter of N. S. I. D. are shown, below, examining a selection of fabrics. Standing,
left to right, are Mary Lou Drummond,
Yuma, the vice president; Judy Stoaks,
Chicago, chairman of the board, and at
right, Margaret Funk, Tucson, the secretary- treasurer. Seated is the president,
Michael Stanley of Morenci.

AT LEFT IS view of a typical high country permanent pasture, surrounded by
forest. County Agent Brechan is looking
at some of Tom Marlar's cattle
on pasture at Pumpkin Center. Baled oat
hay in the background will be stacked for
winter feeding.

grown for both grain and hay. A few
years ago the farmer threshed all his
oats, but the county agent convinced
him that putting part or all of his oat
crop into hay, and feeding it through
his own livestock, was more profit-

able. Today most farmers have a
small herd of cattle and are doing this
very thing.

Titat's

Vast, Cool, Beautibel

COCONINO COUNTY
William M. Brechan

Coconino County, 18,238 square miles, largest
county in Arizona and second largest in the continental U. S. That's a fair piece of land in anybody's language.

Saves on Labor
Permanent pastures are also a popular crop in the county. Much of the
farm land has gone into permanent
pasture grasses. This enables the

smaller farmer to realize an income
from his land with a minimum amount
of labor. Today there are over 10,000
acres in grasses, such as crested
wheatgrass, intermediate wheatgrass,

tall wheatgrass, bromegrass and others. More acres are being converte;
each year to these grasses.

Potatoes used to be the key cash

crop in Coconino County. This vegetable was raised under dry farm ( rain-

fall) conditions and produced a veil
high quality product. Good, saleab
tubers would average about 75 sacks
per acre. Soon the central valleys of

taken from the Coconino and
half is Indian reservations, an- Kaihab National Forests in the Arizona began raising potatoes under
irrigation, and with the heavy use of
other large piece for national county.
(Continued on Next Page)
parks, another large chunk for
Of the 11,672,320 acres, about

federal land, still another piece
for state lands, and a very little
left for private lands. Much of
the land is found in the 6,000 to
10,000 foot elevation, and is covered with ponderosa pine forests.

Timber isn't the only product produced in the county. Coconino Coun-

ty is one of the largest cattle producing areas in the Southwest, has

both irrigated and dry farming, raises
all kinds of deciduous fruits and ber-

ries, and has more National Parks,
Monuments and scenic points than

BELOW, RED DELICIOUS apples in Oak
Creek Canyon. Note the spray material on

the fruit. At harvest time all spray ma-

terial will be removed by modern polishing and grading machines.

An average year will see about
157 million board feet of timber any other county in the U.S.

It's Big Cattle Country

One of the more challenging county agent
assignments in Arizona is the post at Flagstaff, in Coconino County. This is because

of its altitude, its climate, and its variety
of area and agricultural enterprises. Wil-

liam M. Brechan, one of the veterans in

the Arizona Extension Service, has fielded
that position with marked competence for
the past 15 years. Bill Brechan was born
on a Maricopa County farm, attended Ari-

zona State University and Texas A & M
before coming to The University of Ari-

zona, where he was graduated with a bachelor of science degree in agriculture in
1942. He went immediately into the army,
serving nearly four years in this country

and in England. Returning, he was hired
Jan. 1, 1946, as assistant county agent in
Pinal County. On July 1, 1949, he was
named county agent in Coconino County,
making Flagstaff his home ever since.

Livestock is the biggest business
in the county. Thousands of head of
cattle and sheep spend the months of
June through October in the National
forests. The cattle, mostly long yearlings, are then taken to feedlots in the
lower valleys. The sheep go down to

the green pastures in the Salt River
and Casa Grande areas to lamb.

There are a large number of ranchers who remain in the county all year.
Their ranches are large, some consisting of 13 townships. The predominant
breed of beef cattle is Hereford with

some Angus, Charolais and mixed
breeds.

The main cash crop is oats. It is

January- February
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SMALL GRAINS ARE source of winter hay in Coconino Coun-

ty. At left, the county agent stands in a field of Markton oats
in the Doney Park farming area east of Flagstaff. At right,
Doug McClain and son, Jim, farmer - ranchers in Bull Basin,
stack oat hay for winter feed for their cattle.

tional Monument, there are many
small privately owned farms along
the creek. Here are raised the best
apples, peaches, pears and berries
in the Southwest.
The main fruit is apples, with
peaches second. The Red Delicious,
Golden Delicious, Jonathan, Winesap
and Grimes Golden are the principal
varieties. The growers, in cooperation
with their county agent, are producing a high quality fruit and are able

to cope with the insect problem. It
isn't uncommon to get 20 to 30 field
run boxes of apples per tree, which

means about $150 gross per tree.
There are about 35 trees per acre.

BILL TODD, OAK Creek orchardist, shows

seed are the two main crops.

parts of the county. Quality, rather

a nice crop of Red Delicious apples. Note

Most of the fruit is sold either in the lower branches stripped of leaves by deer.
canyon or in the county. Some, however, goes to the Phoenix market.
farmers have a few head of cattle and
Some Irrigation at Fredonia
a few have large cattle ranches in
The only irrigated area of the coun- the surrounding areas.
The County 4 -H program is an acty is in Fredonia, 196 miles north of
Flagstaff. Here there are about 1,000 tive one. There are about 400 memacres under irrigation. Alfalfa hay and bers in the county, with clubs in all

POTATOES GROW WELL even at 7,000

foot elevations. County Agent Bill Bre-

chan shows a few tubers dug from a demonstration plot testing varieties best suited

for the high country.

(Continued from Previous Page)

fertilizers were producing yields of
up to 400 sacks per acre. Needless to

say what this has done to the Coco-

nino potato business. Potatoes still are

a good garden vegetable and the
quality is tops.

Land of Bountiful Fruit
Oak Creek Canyon, south of Flag-

staff,

is where you find the garden

spot of America. Although it is a NaPage 7
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All

BELOW, COUNTY AGENT Bill Brechan
and U. S. "Buster" Crisp, farmer- rancher

in the Doney Park area east of Flagstaff,
discuss the cutting of wheat for hay.

than quantity is stressed by the county agents.
The county homemaker program is
also an active one. It consists of several clubs throughout the county.

qeien f)Iczceøne4

4js Ada Q4Gwth
W. D. Pew and James H. Park
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Among the many factors affecting
potato growth and yield, one of the
most interesting is that of fertilizer
placement. Small, seemingly unimportant changes in fertilizer placement often play an important role and
markedly influence potato production.

FIGURE 3 - Here's an example of root
system with ideal fertilizer location but
improper timing of first irrigation. Note
some root damage and lack of regenera-

Fortunately, most growers use an

excellent fertilizer placement pro-

gram. That is, they try to use the location for fertilizer bands demonstrated through extensive tests as being best. However, all too often, because the machines are not carefully
checked, they fail to achieve the position desired.
Under these conditions, yields are
often sharply reduced and sometimes

tion.

FIGURE 1 - Appearance of root system
where fertilizer was placed too close to
seed piece. Note limited root system and

severe fertilizer burning. Damaged stolons

quality, expressed in terms of tuber are not seen in the picture.
size and smoothness, is jeopardized.
Reasons for this are presented and

discussed herein.

dots to either side of seed piece in

each picture is inert material used to
mark location of fertilizer. ) Obviously, roots of this type are incapable of
producing plants for maximum pro-

Yield

i oo#

Sacks /Acre
Fertilizer Band Location
Marketable
To Each
Depth of Seed Pieces°
Tubers
No.
Side

4 inches both level
2 4 inches both 2 inches below
:3
4 inches both 4 inches below
4 4 inches one level
one 2 inches below
5 4 inches one level
one 4 inches below
6 2 inches both level
7 6 inches both level
8 6 inches both 2 inches below
1

duction.

310
367
344

This Cuts Production
From careful study and observation, root systems so severely damaged
show virtually no recovery, or the re-

331

covery is so limited that production
capability is drastically reduced. In
addition to root damage, the ends of

342
298
328
350

the stolons ( stems on which potatoes
are found ) are damaged similarly by

* Depth measured from center of seed

piece and not from bottom edge.

the closely placed fertilizer. Stolons
damaged in such a manner seldom
produce marketable tubers.
The effect of a timely first irriga-

W. D. Pew is professor of Horticulture
and superintendent of the Mesa, Arizona,
Branch Experiment Station. James H. Park

is assistant in research in Horticulture, for-

merly at the Mesa Station but now at the

Yuma Branch Experiment Station.
The authors wish to acknowledge assistance of Richard F. Dudley, Research Agricultural Engineer, USDA Agric. Res. Service, Southwestern Great Plains Field Station,
Bushland, Texas.

streams. Note in Figure 1 the root
damage in the fertilizer band areas
where they have been positioned too
close to the seed piece. ( Two white

Effects of location of fertilizer
bands on potato plant growth
and tuber yield.
Treatment

A review of data in our table show
that pronounced differences may be
expected. These differences can, for
the most part, be attributed to the relationship between the effects of the
fertilizer bands to root development,
stolon formation, and flow of water
through the soil from the irrigation

FIGURE 2 - Note well - developed root
system from proper positioning of ferti-

lizer and timely first irrigation. Note

slight root burning, but root regeneration
is already beginning.

tion is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Compare the damage in these illustrations.
In Figure 2, the plant received an irrigation three weeks after planting,
(Continued on Next Page)
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Sally Retired But Warmly Remembered
Ever since "Sally" taught boys and

girls the three "r's" at the little red
schoolhouse in Sego, Ohio, she has
had a feeling of "belonging" wherever
she worked.
"Sally" is the affectionate name by
which Mrs. Sarah Fulton is known in
The University of Arizona's College
of Agriculture.

At the end of October Sally officially retired. Unofficially, Sally main-

tains, "I'm not retiring, just changing
jobs." She figures she has at least one
more career left and will soon be in
pursuit of another job.

through

electroencephalographic technician for Tucson Medical Center. The
an

the irrigation at this stage can be
Page 9
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other son is George Fulton, Jr., assistant supervisor and programming
IBM operator for the Pacific Pump
Company in Los Angeles.

precision placement cannot be

achieved, it is better to locate the fertilizer slightly farther than four inches

from the seed piece than to place it
closer.

obtained where the plants were irrigated fairly early
within three to
four weeks from planting, or as soon
as the stand is established. Delaying

of

Sally has reared two highly successful sons. One is Robert Fulton,

placed at a different level on each

piece is the most ideal location. Greatest benefits from this placement were

These circumstances,

she likes her work.

detrimental. Placing fertilizer closer
than four inches, or directly below
the seed piece, should be avoided to
minimize root and stolon damage. If

two inches below center of the seed

1951.

Sally a little sadly when asked how

SALLY FULTON

lizer four inches to each side and

later taught there. She went on to

to work at the U of A.
"This is just like home to me," said

best. In this case, the burning damage was insignificant, but the roots

This Position Ideal
In summary, the data and pictures
would indicate that placing of ferti-

a little red schoolhouse in Sego, a

small town near St. Joseph, Ohio, and

course, made life difficult for Sally,
but she rose to the occasion and went

shown in Figure 3, the factor of timely irrigations is also important when
considering the appropriate placement of fertilizer.
In Figure 4, the bands were placed
farther to the sides than is considered

ment.

As a child, she attended school in

in

Figure 3 had not received an irrigation since planting. This was approximately seven weeks. The placement
in Figure 2 and 3 is identical and is
considered most ideal, but as is

of effects was found. Each side responded independently, but in relation to the fertilizer and its place-

April, 1946.

Her husband was bedfast when she
came to Tucson in 1945 and he died

in the bands. The plant in

side of the seed piece, a combination

Sally Fulton has lived in Tucson
since August, 1945, and has worked
for the College of Agriculture since

tions.

water

were not in contact with the fertilizer
material soon enough to achieve
quickest and most ideal growth stimulation. Some delay in early growth
resulted. Where the fertilizer was

her."

She also taught public schools in

movement, the concentration of fertilizer

said the dean. "She has been a dedicated worker, and we shall all miss

Zanesville for one term. The pay was
small there, so she went to Cleveland,
where she did legal work and stenographic work for some top corpora-

(Continued from Previous Page)

reducing,

Myers, the college's dean.
"Sally has served us long and well,"

Meredith Business College in Zanesville, Ohio, where she taught typing
and shorthand for $20 a month.

FIGURE 4 - Here is an excellent extensive root system with a minimum of root
burning. However, the root system is not
as well developed as in Figure 1.

thereby

Many around the College of Agriculture will regret not seeing Sally's
smiling face, including Dr. Harold E.

However, it should be remembered

that placing fertilizers at a greater
distance than the ideal decreases its
efficiency and reduces the production

capabilities of the plants, because it
lengthens the time required for the
plant to develop a root system that
can reach and utilize the fertilizer.
Careful adjustment of the planting
and fertilizer placement equipment,
and timely and judicious application
of irrigation water, are inseparable
factors for maximum fertilizer efficiency and tuber production.

Arizona Home Gardening ( Revised )
Circular 130
Control Vegetable Garden Insects
( Revised ) Circular 122

Control Insects of Flowers, Shrubs,
and Shade Trees ( Revised ) Bulletin A -18

Pecans in Arizona ( Revised ) Circular
247

Pruning Hedges, Shrubs, and Trees
( Revised ) Bulletin A -8

Soil Management ( Revised ) Bulletin
A -11

Marketing of Cattle Manure in Arizona

Bulletin A -36

Rose Varieties for Arizona 1965
Folder 103
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The herbarium is a library, not of

books, but of pressed, dried, and

identified plants for research.

Common names are not used because

they are very confusing and of little
scientific value. Many species do not
even have common names. Frequently a large group of related species all

Charles T. Mason

What plant is this? Is this plant
poisonous? Where can I find Eysenhardtia polystachya? I suffer from
hayfever; where can I live in Arizona
where ragweed doesn't grow? These

and many more are the questions

which come to the staff of the University Herbarium.

The herbarium is a service institu-

tion of the College of Agriculture,

whose staff members answer questions
about plants for residents and visitors
alike. It is also a repository for vouch-

specimen plants could be housed if
maintained alive and growing.

Due to the bulky nature of plants,
it has long been the custom to press
them flat. The dried, flattened plant
is mounted with glue upon a thick
white sheet of paper. Every specimen
bears a label giving its scientific name

plus pertinent collecting data, such

as the exact locality, habitat, altitude,
county, date and the collector's name.

have the same common name, or a
single name is applied to totally unrelated plants in different parts of
the state.
Each sheet with the same scientific
name is filed in the same folder. The
folders are stacked one on top of the

other and kept in herbarium cases.

Once the plant is pressed, dried, and
mounted it will last indefinitely. Specimens over 300 years old are found in

good conditions in some European
(Continued on Next Page)

er material of research work accomplished. It is a service which is used
by many departments, but particularly by the workers in the College of
Pharmacy, who deposit reference

plants for all the material tested in
the project on cancer research.
Students of Range Management
and Wildlife add their specimens, as

evidence of the plants eaten or re-

.
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jected by the various animals. Plants
thus deposited serve in later years to
answer questions regarding the identity of the specimens observed in the
various research studies.
Not Much Live Greenery
Many

people

are

disappointed

when they enter the herbarium because they expect to see growing
plants. This would be highly imprac-

tical, temporary at best, and only a
mere fraction of the now cataloged
Dr. Mason is professor of Botany and curator of the Herbarium.

Agriculture Enrollment
8.5 % Over Previous Year
Enrollment in The University of
Arizona College of Agriculture for the
1964 -65 year is 8.5 percent above last
year's total.

Dr. Harold E. Myers, dean of the
college, says 538 agriculture students

have enrolled, compared to 496 for
last year. This represents an increase
for the year of 8.5 percent.

Dean Ayers said much of the demand for agricultural training at the
U of A is a result of continuous im-

MICROSCOPE HELPS students who wish to "read" in this library of plants.

provements in the curriculum and the
fact that the U of A attracts some of
the nation's top scholars and teachers
in agriculture.
Dr. Darrel S. Metcalfe, director of

resident instruction, points out that
young people need more and more
formal education to properly prepare
for careers in agriculture.
He emphasizes that although fewer
and fewer people are actually work-

ing on America's farms, a growing
number of jobs are being created for
young men and women trained in agriculture.

EL MOQUILLO EN LAS AVES
El moquillo infeccioso es una enfermedad común en las aves. Hasta

hace poco no se había encontrado ningún remedio específico contra él, pero
últimamente el sulfatiazol ha probado
ser muy efectivo en el control de esta
enfermedad. La dosis ha sido generalmente de un kilo de sulfatiazol por 100
kilos de alimento en mezcla seca, dado

por un período de 7 días. Sin embar-

go, algunos usan medio kilo de la
droga por 100 kilos de la mezcla.
January -February
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AT LEFT, DR. MASON studies some of

the pressed plants which are
carefully cataloged and filed in the herbarium.

lection contains specimens from all
parts of the world.

Other Collections Added
In addition to the plants contributed
by the herbarium staff, numerous important collections have been added.
Outstanding among these is the herbarium of T. H. Kearney and R. H.
Peebles. Their collection of approximately 15,000 specimens formed the
basis for their study of the plants of
Arizona which culminated in the publication of "Arizona Flora."
A second collection of considerable
importance which enhanced the value
of the herbarium tremendously was
purchased from Forrest Shreve. The
specimens, primarily from
southern Arizona and northern Mexi30,000

co, had been gathered as a part of
a study of the Sonoran Desert. In
addition

to

his

own

collections,

Shreve's herbarium included many
specimens from the herbarium of Ed-

ward Palmer, Marcus E. Jones, Jo-

seph A. Purpus and Cyrus G. Pringle,
all of whom were early collectors in

Arizona and Mexico. Many specimens collected by Howard S. Gentry

for his study of the Rio Mayo in

Sonora, Mexico, were included in the
purchase.
To increase our collection of world
(Continued from Previous Page)

added, cases and boxes occupied all
available space, including the hall-

herbaria. The oldest specimen we ways.
have found in the University of Arizona Herbarium is over 130 years, a
specimen received on exchange.
Began Over 70 Years Ago
The herbarium was started in 1891
by James W. Tourney, professor of
biology when the University opened
its doors. Through the industry and
diligence of Prof. Tourney, the herbarium grew to a collection of several
thousand specimens. It was housed in
Old Main. In 1900 Prof. Tourney was

succeeded by David Griffiths and

then later by John J. Thornber who,
as professor of botany and dean of
the College of Agriculture, served for
over 40 years as curator.

Soon the herbarium outgrew its

housing in Old Main and was moved

to Science Hall, later known as the
Education building and now called
Liberal Arts Annex. In 1936 it was
moved to the Agricultural Building,

where it grew to a collection of about
150,000 specimens. As specimens were
Page 11
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In 1962 the Agricultural Sciences
Building was completed, and the herbarium moved to its present quarters
in that building. The plants are housed
in steel insect -proof cases in a room
which is not only large enough for all
the specimens, but also large enough
to provide working space and library

plants, the herbarium maintains an

exchange program with many universities and botanical institutions of the
United States and Canada as well as

Mexico and South America. On the
other hand, institutions at Vienna,
Austria, and New Delhi, India, have
requested from the University of Arizona Herbarium a representation of
the desert flora.

facilities. Adjacent to the herbarium
are staff and student offices.

The specimens in the herbarium
provide an inventory of the plants
growing without cultivation in Arizona. They supply information on the
range of distribution of almost every
Arizona species.

They also make

available data on the variations to be

found in a species from one part of
its range to another. Although the her-

barium has emphasized Arizona and
northern Mexico, the collection is not

limited to these areas. Students in

botany need to be able to compare the
plants of Arizona not only with those
of adjoining states, but also with unrelated areas. Consequently, the col-

ABOVE, STUDENT assistant prepares to
mount plant specimen.

STUB COTTON PROVIDES N
Western boll weevil (at left) -2 adults,

2 full -grown larvae and 4 immature
larvae; taken from two short staple
cotton bolls in Pima County, 1964.

Wild cotton (in photo below) commonly called thurberia, natural host of the
Western boll weevil.

A few fields of cotton in centre;
weevil, Anthonomus grandis thurberic
lent conditions for this weevil to over

the first cotton squares available in
Live weevils were found from
of this cotton, which remained on tl
tion in the edge of the field ground
Early spring irrigation softened
stub cotton produced green foliage
ton was available, thus preventing s
Four generations of weevils had
an occasional punctured square coul
infestations in planted cotton did not
populations that built up during the
planted cotton the latter part of Sept,
areas much more rapidly than in are
infestations elsewhere resulted entire!
thurberia or wild cotton. The pict
Mr. Bottger is Investigations Leader, C
cooperator with the University of Arizona.

Planted field of short staple

below. Note heavy yield of ope

Stub cotton plant on left, well

last year's broken stub at ba

Below is photo of portion of field of short staple stub cotton in Final County, as

it looked Oct. 27, 1964. Note absence of bolls on middle and upper portions of plants.
Weevils were causing loss of squares in this cotton early in June. Grower estimates
weevil damage at 11/2 bales per acre.

stub plant as result of weevil

=0R WESTERN BOLL WEEVIL
At right, weevil- infested cotton boll

were infested with the western boll

showing several mature larvae and how
their feeding has damaged the boll.

and stubbed in 1964 provided excel-

`tßí

uce a generation of boll weevils on

t' 1 within their pupal cells in the bolls
ing the winter, thus making hibernalter unnecessary.
3ft'ased the weevils from their cells. The
''eevils could feed before planted cot -

In photo below, yield from the two

plants at bottom center. Weevil- infested bolls at top, open bolls in the center
and green bolls below. Many of these
will still mature. Picture taken Oct. 27.

u

'-ub cotton by August 6, whereas only
1lanted cotton at that time. As usual,
ptember. However, the extremely high
cotton began to migrate heavily into
1 caused populations to increase in these

cotton was grown. Thus the late light
merging after the summer rains from
6r

.t- Entomology Research Division, ARS, USDA,

f field of stub cotton shown at left

ti ortions of plants.

In photo below are shown, at top, three typically weevil- damaged bolls and, below
them, three non - damaged bolls of mature cotton from the same plant.

ti seed at right. Note on stub plant
most barren top two -thirds of the
, August.

SUN, WATER AND CATTLE IN ARIZONA
NOTE, IN GRAPH at left, that as the air
temperature rises on a hot summer day,
animals in the shade, but with restricted
water, held their body temperature con -

106

.

105

104

-...ilim Iwo

E-- stant. Animals in the sun, however
(also with water restricted) suffered as
their body temperature climbed even beyond the temperature of the surrounding

.. ./

atmosphere.
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W
W

temperature. The water loss by evap-

---

O.
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oration does increase the animal's
water requirement. This had been
recognized as early as 1557 when
Tusser in his "A Hundreth Good

W 101

Pointes of Husbandrie" stated:
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Air temperature

4 100
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"In summer -time daily, in winter
in frost,
If cattle lack drink, they be
utterly lost."

Under shade, restricted water

In sun,restricted water
I
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Carl Roubicek

The body temperature of an animal must remain

relatively constant within a wide range of environmental conditions. Such body functions as digestion,
circulation, respiration, muscle tension, and other processes not so obvious all produce body heat.
During cold weather the animal it just increases the heat load of an
uses these sources of heat to keep already heavily burdened animal.

warm. However, when environmental

temperature exceeds body tempera-

ture, this body heat must be dissipated as soon as it is produced or the

body temperature starts to rise. An

increase in body temperature of only
6° or 7° F. may be fatal, and the efficiency of the body machine deteriorates rapidly even with slight increases
in body temperature.
Heavy Heat Load
Solar radiation can also be an important source of heat to an animal.

On a clear, bright June day in Ari-

zona, radiant heat from the sun can be

equal to 10,000 calories per square
foot per hour. If you have ever had
the

experience

of

picking

up

a

monkey wrench that had been lying

in the sun for an hour or two, you
already know how much heat this is.

In cold weather this solar heat can
help to maintain the animal's body
temperature, but during the summer
Dr. Roubicek is professor of Animal Science.

January- February
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Evaporation by means of sweating
is the major source of heat transfer.
The loss of heat by evaporation depends on the fact that a certain
amount of heat is required to change

water to water vapor at the same

Studies were made to determine
the effects of water restriction and
direct solar radiation on the body ternperature of 9 to 12 months old Hereford calves. The trials were conducted
during June of 1963 and 1964 at The
University of Arizona farm, Tucson.

Compare Shade, Sun
The effect of direct solar radiation
was determined by comparing animals in the sun to others kept under
an aluminum shade. Various periods

of water restriction were used for

both groups, ranging from ad libitum
water to as much as 30 hours restriction. Body temperature was recorded
at half -hour intervals during the test
periods.
A typical example can be used to
illustrate the general effect of direct
solar radiation and water restriction
(Continued on Next Page)
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Control Is Last Resort
At the same time, it pays to bear
in mind the fact that mechanical or
chemical control is the last resort, not

qalintio,

hed &mindJames R. Carter

the first step in dealing with weeds.
First and foremost, you should grow
good cotton plants in an environment
that will favor their development

rather than the development of a

weed population. Irrigation, fertiliza-

tion, planting pattern, cropping se-

quence or rotation and even the varie-

Although we may not recognize it, new develop- ty you choose to plant will affect
is because one
ments in agriculture have come thick and fast during weed population. Thisdiscourage
most

the past 20 years, especially so far as agricultural

chemicals are concerned. Today we have somewhere
in the vicinity of 600, maybe 620 different pesticides
and chemicals. Perhaps 75 to 100 of these now are in
use in the United States to control weeds, with perhaps
25 currently being used here in Arizona for that purpose.
These herbicides or weedicides are
most important, particularly in a rainy

year such as this year has been. All

you have to do is drive down any road
to get an indication of the way weeds
can grow here when conditions favor
their growth.

Control With Caution
Control of these unwanted plants
can be most difficult, and sometimes
This is a condensation of the talk given
by Mr. Carter at the Cotton Field Day at

the U of A Cotton Research Center on Oct.
21, 1964. Much of what Jim Carter said

that day is applicable to crops other than

cotton, making publication of this talk useful to all of our readers. The speaker -author
was a County Extension Agent in Maricopa
County for 14 ' years, presently is Research
Coordinator of the Arizona Cotton Growers
Association.

(Continued from Previous Page)

on the
calves:

body temperature

of the

Water restriction was started at
8 a.m. for animals under the aluminum shade and those in the direct
sun. Body temperatures for both
groups rose from 101° to 102° F. by

noon. During the afternoon the air

temperature increased from 100.5° at
noon to 104.5° at 5 p.m.

Exceeded Air Temperature
The animals under shade, although
without water, were able to maintain
a body temperature of 102° F. during
the afternoon. However, those aniPage 15
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the control measures themselves lead
to problems that will be felt for years

after. For example, working a field
with mechanical cultivation equipment can lead to a compaction prob-

of the best ways to
weeds is to shade them out with
strong, vigorous cotton plants.
If the variety you choose is slow

to close across the row and shade

the ground in your situation, you in-

vite a weed problem. The same is
true if you settle for a skippy stand
or drown out the cotton plants in a
field as a result of poor tail water
control. The former is very evident
in many alfalfa fields, and the latter

quite often helps to explain why a

weed problem develops in the lower
end of some cotton fields.

In other words, weed control is not

something all by itself. It is tied in
lem, especially if the soil is a little on with everything else you do in the
the wet side as it often was this past course of the growing season and
season. The use of chemicals to con- even before.
trol weeds may have no adverse efI mention this because it is imfect on this year's cotton crop, but portant, because weed control is the
some of these materials can carry theme of this field day, and because
over to the next season, or perhaps for it will give you some idea of what our
several years, and create a serious research workers must take into conproblem on other crops.

In other words, any agricultural

chemical or, for that matter, any piece

of equipment must be used with a

good bit of intelligence. Otherwise a

mistake could be made that might
hurt future production and future

sideration when working on the problem of weed control.

No "Little Research"
Quite often, we hear people suggest that perhaps a "little research"
should be done on this or that prob-

cost of production for a long time.

mals exposed to direct sunlight, without water, very quickly showed con-

siderable rise in body temperature.
Their body temperature continued to
increase during the day and by 4:30
p.m. reached 105.5° F. The accompanying graph illustrate s the contrast between the animals in the shade
and those in the direct sunlight. The

body temperature of the animals in

the sun actually exceeded the air
temperature.
This increased body temperature is

detrimental to the animals' normal
body functions. For feedlot steers,
increased body temperature
would be accompanied by a marked
decrease in appetite and feedlot gain.
The time required for complete recovery of water balance, appetite and
this

(Continued on Next Page)

other body functions will depend on
the duration and severity of the imposed stress. About 48 hours would be

required for an animal subjected to
the stress shown in our graph. Thus,
the entire period of stress plus the
time required for recovery would represent a basic loss in feedlot performance.

Even Few Hours Can Hurt
These results do emphasize the importance of applying the basic man-

agement procedures of adequate
shade and water for our domestic animals. Without adequate shade, even

a few hours without water during a
hot summer day will cause a deterioration in animal function and performance.

Psa 1òpe414

Ú ind six
Mths /2cz4
William J. Pistor
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a
brief summary of Dr. Pistor's report on

the first six months the University of
Arizona team of agricultural scientists
has spent at Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil. They

are attached to the University of Ceara.)

Eight fields of research which will
shallow, and with increasing irriga- be needed in forage crops and range
tion the flat flood plains can become management have been listed by Dr.
badly depleted by water logging and Robert R. Humphrey, working with
salinity. Proper use of water, to get his Brazilian counterparts. These are
maximum yields but forestall drain- 1) Nutritive value throughout the
age problems, is important.
year of the more important forage
A hydrological investigation on the species; 2 ) Carrying capacity of varexperimental farm is planned on two ious forage species; 3) Management
basins of different size. Rainfall run- methods affecting plant composition;
off relationships for the state of Ceara 4) Ecology of range and forage areas;
are being studied, to furnish data 5) Present versus potential forage
important to engineers who design production on ranges; 6) Control of
irrigation facilities, culverts and other undesirable woody plants; 7) Revegetation studies with grasses and lewater use facilities.
Prof. Resnick has studied the irri- gumes, and 8 ) Range and pasture

Soils here are for the most part

The first group of Arizonans ar-

gation and hydrology course work
offered by the Escola and has made

versity of Ceara is a relatively new
school that became part of the Uni-

To Measure the Water
Plans for the next six months in-

rived at Fortaleza on March 12, 1964.
The Escola de Agronomia of the Uni-

suggestions for change, especially for
more practical field problems.

versity of Ceara in 1955. Previously it

clude continuation of drainage inves-

school with limited funds. It has developed rapidly, and today faces the
future in excellent shape.
The University of Ceara has furnished adequate office space and
furniture for our group. New library
facilities have been built; new laboratories for soil and plant analysis have
been constructed, and plans are under

hydrologic investigations, and installation of rain gauge and stream flow

was a private and state -supported

tigations on the experimental farm,
measuring devices.
Prof. Resnick will continue counselling regarding classroom teaching and

will advise and assist in setting up

three -day seminars on hydrology and
irrigation.
In the field crops area, Dr. Robert

way for a new plant physiology building and for greenhouses. A new

E. Briggs has planned a peanut pro-

within the year.
Advise on Study Program
Since the Escola de Agronomia is
not now in position to offer graduate
courses, our plan is to strengthen the

age conditions, and is counselling

duction experiment, a germination ex-

botany building will be completed periment with seed cotton under stor-

undergraduate program. While we
advise and aid in the teaching pro-

gram, none of the Arizonans will teach
classroom courses.
Taking our activities one by one:
Prof. Sol Resnick, working with his

Brazilian counterparts, has begun research into drainage investigations on
the university's experimental farm. A
soils survey is started, and attention
is

being given to serious drainage

problems.
(Continued from Previous Page)

lem, but as you can see and will see,
a little research is hard to do because
there truly is no such thing.
A well -planned research program
leaves no room for conjecture, and
many things must be checked out
such things as field history, fertility
level, kind and amount of water available, and many other things. So keep

mind, and the next time
you think that a "little research" is
needed, recognize the fact that what
you are suggesting is a great big
this in

with his counterparts on the field

crops curriculum at the university.
Future plans include a number of
experiments at many locations in row
spacing, plant population, fertilizer
needs and variety comparisons. These

will include corn, beans, sweet potatoes and other crops.
Need New Genetic Lines
Dr. Briggs also feels that introduction of new varieties or lines by use
of seeds from the United States could

help, as genetic material for plant

breeding studies. This would be done
with corn, sesame, sorghum, peanuts,
beans and other crops.

strong program that requires much
planning and careful control.

fertilization.

Urges Plant Nursery

Dr. Humphrey and one of his Brazilian co- workers have studied forage
research and range demonstration

areas in several parts of Brazil, returning with the belief that an adequate plant production nursery is

needed at Fortaleza to serve needs of
the Northeast.

Dr. Humphrey has made many

talks on range management to farmers and technicians, and has addressed animal husbandry classes at
the university in a series of lectures

on a number of subjects related to

forage management in Brazil and in

Arizona. He has obtained seeds of
forage species from the United States,
for trial in Brazil, and has translated

from Portuguese to English consid-

erable technical material in the forage
production field.

In the future his work will pretty

much continue along lines mentioned

above. Incidentally, Dr. Humphrey

will give a paper at the International
Grassland Congress at Sao Paulo this
January.

Mr. Edwin C. Finch, agricultural

engineering specialist, arrived here at
Fortaleza in mid -August. Already he
has made recommendations for machinery needed for land leveling, road
construction and subsoiling.
He will direct his efforts toward re(Continued on Next Page)

Give It Limited Trial

If you attempt to take these re-

controlling weeds, growing cotton, or

search results and apply them directly, quite often you may get into serious difficulty. This is why it always
pays to try something new rather than

become

the environment in which plants

Incidentally,

a

research

worker

does not come up with a recipe for

anything else for that matter. A research worker comes up with specific results under a specific set of
circumstances.

Once

you

aware of these results, and once you
understand the specific circumstances, you perhaps can use the research
as a guide to help you do a better job
in your specific situation.

go whole hog on it. When dealing
with growing plants, and with the
many variables that go to make up

grow, you can use certain principles
as a guide, but no one can give you
a cook book recipe.
January - February
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Karl Harris Passes Away
Soon After Retirement

and no one was ever more deserving
of the praise heaped upon the modest
Karl that evening.

in the United States we give nearly
Only half a month after his retire- $1"Here
billion worth of food each year to the
ment, Arizona's leading USDA and needy at home; distribute another $2 bilU of A authority on soil and water lion around the world under the Food -forPeace program; sell $4.6 billion worth overmanagement passed away.
for dollars, and still have an `unused
The death of Karl Harris occurred seas
capacity' of 25 per cent." - Vice President
Nov. 15 in Salt Lake City, where he Hubert H. Humphrey.
and Mrs. Harris went for a visit after
he was given a rousing farewell at a
Mystery Picture Answer
dinner in Tempe.
Those wheels, in our mystery picIn addition to his wife, Zola, Mr. ture on Page 5, were photographed
Harris left behind a daughter, Mrs. at the Arizona Territorial Prison, over
Betty Light of Phoenix; and a son, at Yuma, where they are part of an
Karl B. Harris of Montgomery Park, outdoor exhibit cf articles used in
Calif. Of four brothers only one, Leo the rugged frontier days of the ter-

L. of Phoenix, lives in Arizona.
Karl Harris' 33 -year connection
with the Agricultural Research Service terminated Oct. 30, soon after he
reached his 70th birthday. No retiree
was ever praised more resoundingly,
(Continued from Previous Page)

viewing the student study program as
related to the needs of Ceara. He will
survey needs for mechanization of agriculture in Ceara, and seek publication of research developments to benefit the Brazilian farmer.

Starting Economic Study
Dr.

Elmer

Menzie,

agricultural

economist, has outlined a research
project for study of the types of farm

organization in the state of Ceara.
Objectives are to test certain proposals for farm reorganization intend-

ed to stabilize and increase farm income, to develop and conserve physical resources, and improve living conditions.

Such reorganization might be expected to involve new crop rotations,
including forage production for farm
livestock, and also introduction of
power designed to take the burden off
human labor so far as possible. Marketing, too,

will be studied, with

hopes of improvement in markets for
farm products.
Dr. Menzie, like the others, is tak-

ing a close look at the university

courses in his field, and doubtlessly

will, with his counterparts, make suggestions for strengthening such teaching.

Dr. Howard E. Ray, the extension
and personnel training advisor, has
found himself involved with soils
problems, as being most immediate.
There is no previous history of soils
research at the Escola de Agronomia,
so studies are being outlined in soilPage 17
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ritory.

The prison itself, including a fascinating museum as well as the ironbarred prison cells, should certainly
be viewed by all who have the opportunity.

modest research study of

2 p.m.
Coconino County
KCLS, Flagstaff Tues. and Thurs.,
8:20 a.m.
KGLS, Flagstaff ( Home Agent ) Thurs., 9:45 a.m.

KPGE, Page - Fri., 2:30 p.m.

Gila County
KIKO, Globe -Miami

Monday, 12:45 p.m.

Graham County
KATO, Safford - Sat., 9:30 a.m.

water -plant relationships, as well as
in evaluation of soils needs and resources. Dr. Ray even hopes to push
a

Cochise County
KAWT, Douglas-6:15 a.m. Mon.
through Fri.
Mon. thru Fri.,
KHIL, Willcox

soil

physics. Meanwhile, a new course in
soil chemistry and fertility has been
outlined and will be offered students
next year.
With little time left for purely ex-

tension, Dr. Ray has reviewed the
rural sociology program in the col-

lege, and expects to widen this study
in the months ahead.
Banana Studies Revised
Dr. J. Richard Kuykendall, advisor

in horticulture, is working with his

Brazilian counterpart in field plot experiments with bananas, cashew and
citrus. Banana spacing and thinning
studies have been revised.
Dr. Kuykendall, looking at the
classroom work in horticulture, feels
that it can be made more basic, study-

ing the principles of plant and fruit
growth and development.

Future plans of the horticulturist
relate to banana and papaya taste

Mon. thru Fri., 12:45 p.m. ( daily )

Maricopa County

- Mon. thru Fri.,

KTAR, Phoenix
5:55 a.m.

KOY, Phoenix - Tues. thru Sat.,

5:40 a.m.
KOY, Phoenix

-

Sunday Garden
Club of The Air, 8:35 a.m.
KPHO, Phoenix
Mon., Cotton
Report, 12:40 p.m.
KPHO, Phoenix
Thurs., Dairy
and Livestock Report, 12:40 p.m.
KIJPD, Phoenix
Mon. thru Fri.,
5:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
KCAC, Phoenix - Mon. thru Sat.,
6:30 a.m.

Mohave County
KAAA, Kingman -Mon., 10:45 a.m.
Navajo County
KDJI, Holbrook - Tues., 1:00 to
1:15 p.m.

Pinal County
KPIN, Casa Grande

9:30 a.m.; Tues., Thurs. and Sat.,
12:20 p.m.

studies, development and utilization
of a plant analysis laboratory, and a
close study of classroom teaching

Santa Cruz County

horticulture more practical, dealing

Yavapai County

with an effort to make courses in

with fundamental principles.
Meanwhile, our group of Arizonians

is happy with the cordial co-

operation and friendship extended by

the Brazilians whom we meet, and
with whom we work. For our part,
we are continuing our study of Portu-

guese so that we may communicate
more effectively with our hosts, and
learn the language facility which will
assist us in our work.

Mon. thru

Sat., 6:55 a.m; Mon. and Fri.,

KNOG, Nogales

Mon., 6:30 a.m.

-

KYCO, Prescott
Fri., 5:55 p.m.
KNOT, Prescott
Fri., 5:35 a.m.

Mon., Wed. and

Mon., Wed and

Yuma County
KVOY, Yuma
Mon. thru Fri.,
5:45 a.m.
KYUM, Yuma
Mon. thru Fri.,
6:25 a.m.
10:05 a.m., Sat.

yep

A l Ll.l 1, 1 11 1 Ail iaauawa. v

grazing along the roadside on

the Navajo Reservation.

300,000
Number

on Hand
200,000
Jan. 1

Sheep Important Asset
In Navajo Economy

STOCK

100,000

o'/I
F EED

SHQ

%II
I

I

1951
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i°I
I

1956

I

1

I

1

1961

FIGURE 2 - White -owned sheep num-

bers since 1950. Note increase of sheep on
feed.

Clarence. D. Edmond and John W. Wildermuth

Due to the large differences in quality of sheep of their sheep are stock sheep, indiand wool and in management practices of Indians and cating the gradual increase in the
raising industry among the InWhites, it is desirable to discuss the sheep in the state sheep
dians.
according to Indian and White ownership.
White Stock Sheep Down
Since a varying proportion of the

Jan.

White -owned sheep of the state are

1

inventory of White -owned

coarse, and the meat quality varies sheep is made up of sheep and lambs
generally superior in quality to the from inferior to choice. The best on feed, the numbers on hand Jan. 1
sheep owned by the Indians. Most sheep on the reservation are found are separated according to stock sheep
of the sheep raised by Whites are of in the east central part of the reserva- and those on feed. ( Figure 2. ) Note
Suffolk- Rambouillet breeding and are tion, in the Ganada and Lukachukai that the White -owned stock sheep
considered good for both meat and area, while the poorer quality animals have declined almost constantly since
wool.
are found in the more remote areas of
At that time, Whites owned
At present most of the "Indian" the northern part of the reservation. 1952.
160,000 stock sheep. On January 1,
sheep are owned by the Navajos. Al1964 the number had decreased to
Low Point in 1951 -52
though the Indians have had imApparently 1951 marked the end 128,000.
provement programs for some time
In contrast to this downward trend
which stress improved breeding, there of a long period of decline in the
in
stock sheep numbers of White
Arizona
sheep industry, extending
still are large variations in both the
owners,
the number of sheep and
quality and breeding of Indian sheep. from 1917. Sheep numbers reached a
Wool varies from very fine to very low in 1951 but stock sheep reached lambs on feed has turned generally
a low in 1952. The general trend in upward since 1951. At that time the
Second article of a series. Dr. Edmond
is Farm Management Specialist in the Extension Service, while Mr. Wildermuth is
a former student in the Department of Agricultural Economics.

total numbers since 1951 has been upward, increasing from a low of 406,000
head to 549,000 head January 1, 1964
( Figure 1 ) . Of this 143,000 head in-

crease, 102,000 head, or 79 percent,

were Indian owned. The upward trend

in numbers of Indian -owned sheep

been rather constant, while
changes in numbers of White -owned
has

sheep have been more erratic from

600,000

year to year. On January

Number
All

400,000

N

I

Jan. 1
200,000

1,

1964

White -owned sheep in the state numbered 217,000 head, the same as in

Sheep

%/

I

1951

I

WHITE

I

I

I

1956

I

I

I

1

I

I

1961

Trend in sheep numbers,
FIGURE 1
Indian and White, since 1950.

number on feed was 24,000. In 1955
there were 65,000 on feed. Numbers
then declined until 1958, when 26,000
were on feed in Arizona. Since then
numbers have tended upward, and on
Jan. 1, 1964, some 89,000 were on
feed in Arizona.
The downward trend in stock sheep
owned by the Whites has been about
as marked and steady as the upward

trend in stock sheep owned by the
Indians. The greater part of the fluc-

hand as of Jan. 1 differs considerably

tuation in sheep numbers has been
due to the erratic feeding operations
in the state. The growth of the sheep
feeding enterprise has been uneven.

cludes both sheep and lambs on feed

on feed comprised about 14 percent
of the total of White -owned sheep.
This increased to 30 percent in 1955

1955.

The composition of the sheep on

between White -owned and Indian owned sheep. ( Figure 1. ) The inventory of White -owned sheep inand stock sheep. Indian sheep have
continued to increase since 1951. The

Indians feed no sheep, therefore all

For example, in 1951 sheep and lambs

(Continued on Next Page)
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1801

Thousands

of Head

'- Indians
White

160

JANUARY
4-10--Arizona National Livestock

140

Show, State Fairgrounds,
Phoenix

P

14 -15- Irrigation Operators Workshop, sponsored by U of A,

I_ì

120

Club, Salt River
Project, Tempe
PERA

21-22-14th Annual Dairy Industry
Conference, Tucson

,.

100

1951

'52

'53

'54

'55

'56

'57

'58

Years

'59

'60

'61

'62

'63

26-28-A r ti f i c i a l Insemination
Workshop, U of A, Tucson
FEBRUARY
9- 10- Fertilizer Conference, U of
A Campus, Tucson
MARCH

FIGURE 3 - Sheep ownership, Indian and White, since 1950.

-Bull Sale of the Arizona

4

(Continued from Previous Page)

then dropped to 16 percent in 1958.
Then on Jan. 1, 1964, sheep and lambs

on feed comprised 41 percent of the
total White -owned sheep.
Lamb Production and Marketing
Indian lambs are dropped throughout the year, because most of the In-

dian producers run rams with their
ewes all the time. As a result, only
around 10 percent of the Indian lamb

crop can be designated

as

early,

( dropped between Oct. 1 and March
1 ) The principal lambing season for
Indian -owned sheep is during April,
May and June, when perhaps 80 per oent of the lambs are dropped.
The Indians have small flocks and
.

give individual attention to lambs.
The small size of some of the Indian

is indicated by the fact that
each year the ASCS does not pay
flocks

several hundred applications by Indians for the government wool incentive payment, since the payment
due would be less than the $3 minimum. The Navajos, for example, are
limited to 350 sheep per individual.
There are about 7,500 Navajos who

own sheep and the average

flock

numbers about 70 head.
Because of the small number, per

owner, the Indians are able to give
more attention to their animals. At

lambing time some orphan lambs are
fed condens-ed milk, even though the
cost may exceed the value of the lamb
at sale time. The Indians sometimes
Page 19
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mark the ewe and her lamb with identical strips of cloth for identification.

In spite of this individual attention,
the percentage of lambs saved by the
Indians is much lower than for the
Whites. This is due to less favorable
range and frequently cold weather at

lambing time. Since 1950 the percent
of lambs saved has average 75 percent

Beef Cattle Improvement

Station, Tucson
10 -11

A r tif ici al Insemination
Cotton ReWorkshop

search Center, Tempe
20 -FFA Field Day
U of A
Campus
27 University 4 -H Invitational
Day
U of A Campus

for the Indians, and 97 percent for
the Whites.
Whites' Flocks Larger

White owners tend to run many

more sheep than do the

Indians.
There are only about 400 White sheep

owners in the state, and most of these

sheep are owned by about 10 to 15

of the largest producers owning over
1,000 head each. As a result, White owned sheep receive less individual
attention, but have better grazing conditions, being wintered in the irrigated
valleys and summered on high mountain ranges.
Marketing of Indian lambs begins

pound lower. The reasons given are:
1) small lots, 2) non -uniformity, 3 )
occurrence of black lambs, and 4 ) remoteness to markets. Most of these
feeder lambs are fed out in southern
Colorado, Nebraska and Kansas, the
remainder going to Arizona, California and Texas.
Wintered on Alfalfa Pastures

Practices among the Whites are

much different. Flocks are moved
from mountain ranges to winter alfalfa pastures in the lower irrigated
valleys before lambing begins, usually

in early October. Most of the lambs
are dropped in November. The sheep
remain on pasture until spring when
the milk fat lambs are weaned and
traders, and about 80 percent are sent to markets, usually on the West
sold to "on- reservation" traders. The Coast and Denver. Following sale
Indian producer may sell for a cash of the lambs, the breeding flocks are
price, or a trade price, with the latter grazed until fall. The present trends
being the higher one. That is, in order in lamb production by Indians, and
to secure more trade, the on reserva- Whites are shown in Figure 3. The
tion trader may offer a break -even steady increase in Indian lamb numprice if the seller will put the sheep bers is due primarily to an increase
money on the books, to be used in in sheep numbers. The decrease in
trade. Even when sales occur on this White -owned sheep results from a

in volume in the latter part of September, and is completed by the end
of October. All sales are through

basis,

prices

are generally

below

those received by White producers.
Estimates range from l'2 to 54 per

decrease in stock sheep and lamb pro-

duction. The net effect for the last
two years has been negative.

LITHOSOL AREA with extensive rock
outcrop on upper portions of the
slopes. Note how vegetation is concentrat-

ed in areas directly below the bare rock,
where it receives runoff water.

vegetated rock outcrop. The rock outcrop acts as a 100 percent runoff area,
adding the water it receives from
precipitation to the deep cracks under
the Lithosols.

Mostly in Mountains
Lithosols are found in every area
of the state. However they are generally associated with the steep
mountain ranges. Classification of
Lithosols into soil series depends

largely upon the type of underlying

LITI-IOSOLS IN ARIZONA
S. W. Buol

deep cracks in the bedrock and thereby obtain a more favorable moisture

supply. This result is best seen in
areas where the Lithosols occur in
close association with areas of un-

For many years most of the areas
of Lithosols in Arizona were ignored
by soil scientists. The expense of mapping and classifying these shallow
( less than 20 inches to bedrock ) soils
over consolidated rock was not considered justified. It is true that these
soils are generally very low producers
of vegetation, either for range or

timber, and they are of little value

for irrigated agriculture.
Their shallow depth restricts root

growth and limits their water storage capacity. This results in the vege-

tation being very dependent on frequent rains, as it cannot depend on
the soil water to carry it through
droughty periods. In some areas,
however, trees and other woody

plants are able to attain fair to good
growth in sparse stands.

These stands usually occur where
the trees are able to extend roots into
Fourth article in a series regarding the
Dr. Buol, author of the
series, is engaged in a cooperative project
for mapping Arizona soils. He is a memsoil's of Arizona.

ber of the Department of Agricultural
Chemistry and Soils.

January- February
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IN PHOTO BELOW, Lithosol profile with

bedrock.
Some of the soil series in the Li tho-

sol group recognized in Arizona include the Winona series on limestone,
the Barkerville series on granite, the
House Mountain series on basalt and
the Faraway series on ryolite and andesite.

Good Water Source
When considered as part of Arizona's total soil resource, Lithosols

should be considered as valuable, not
primarily for the vegetation they produce, but more so as watershed areas.
If it were not for the presence of
these soils in the watershed areas, im-

Ponderosa pine vegetation, showing the

portant sources of irrigation water
such as the Verde, Salt, and Gila
Rivers would not supply nearly as
much water for the state's irrigated

cracks are occupied by many smaller roots.

agriculture.

root penetration along fractures of the
bedrock. Note how the large root has
grown horizontally at the contact of the
soil and the bedrock, and how vertical

ONE CLUE TO bird tolerance is revealed

Ga. 6111figts

610 Reß

Heg;

Bad .1deArati

Q4&#i sane

4

a

R. L. Voigt

We all enjoy watching the uninhibited antics of our feathered
friends. Many o f us enjoy feed-

in photo at left. Note how the glumes

of Georgia 615 are longer and
cover more of the seed than is true with
RS 610 or Regular Hegari.

Experiment Station several years before, because of repeated bird losses
approaching or even up to 100(, The
station personnel observed that with
Georgia 615 the birds, usually English
.

sparrows, doves and blackbirds, would
some

regularly roost in the field

-

even building nests and laying eggs
but no damage or grain loss was
apparent.

In another experiment in 1964, a

crop rotation study at the Cotton Re-

ing them, and even go to some
trouble and expense to keep
them fat. healthy and songful.
However, sonic of our farmers

search Center at Tempe was made,
using Georgia 615. Here again the

who have planted grain sorghum
in their fields, and have seen the

Nearby

birds destroy all or part of the
crop before it could be harvest-

station personnel were convinced that

this hybrid is bird tolerant, since little or no damage was experienced.

ed, are certainly not bird enthus-

ABOVE, PARTIAL bird damage to crop of

iasts!

ment farm, October 1964.

Regular Hegari at U. A. Marana experi-

Arizona agriculture is peculiar in
that it is concentrated or isolated to

to 30 to 50 per cent, but this is too
high for experimental work, so it had
to be discontinued. With Georgia 615

we gave the birds their freedom but they wouldn't eat.

varieties and hybrids are particularly
Such

Dr. Voigt acknowledges appreciatively the

collaboration of Experiment Station workers in many areas of Arizona who have directed sorghum trials in which the bird tolerant Georgia 615 has been compared
in field tests with commercial varieties and
hybrids grown in this state.
These collaborators include Mr. Fred M.
Carasso, assistant in research in agronomy,
stationed at the Yuma Branch Experiment
Station; Mr. Charles W. ( Bill) Fitzgibbon,
superintendent of the U of A's Cotton Re-

search Center at Tempe; Mr. Laurel D.

Leavitt, foreman at the Mesa Branch Experiment Station. and Dr. Fred Turner Jr.,
associate professor in the Department of
Agricultural Chemistry and Soils and also
Superintendent of the Safford Branch Experiment Station.
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showed similar results regarding bird
damage. At Mesa, carbide guns had
been used regularly and actual shotUsually these efforts held grain losses

Many of our improved sorghum

ate Plant Breeder in the Agricultural Experiment Station, and is project leader on
the Forage and Grain Sorghum projects.

Better Than Guns
A fertility study at the Mesa Experiment Farm using Georgia 615

ward off the sparrows and doves.

in these areas attracts high bird populations. The grain sorghum acreage
in Arizona has been somewhat limited by this problem.
Many Sorghums Susceptible

Dr. Voigt is an associate professor in the
Department of Plant Breeding and Associ-

the

guns had been used occasionally to

facilitate irrigation. Concentration of
certain crops, such as grain sorghum,

susceptible to bird damage.

commercial fields of

usual hybrids suffered greatly from
bird losses as the season progressed.

COMPARISON OF HEAD types and bird

The Safford Experiment Station
has had a similar history of bird damage. During the 1964 season an irrigation experiment on grain sorghum
utilized Georgia 615 as the indicator

The birds here had no more
desire or ability to eat the sorghum

damage of grain sorghum heads at Ma-

crop.

and Regular Hegari, right, show consid-

than did those at the other locations.
Yet nearby plantings of other varie-

rana farm in October of 1964. Georgia 615,
at left, is undamaged. But RS 610, center,

erable bird damage.

damage by English sparrows at Maram, Ariz., in October 1964 is illustrated above.
Various sorghum varieties or hybrids have been produced with characteristics of providing some "bird
tolerance" for the grower. One of the
more recent of such hybrids is Georgia 615. This hybrid was planted in
March 1964 on the Yuma Branch Experiment Station as a uniform crop
for a herbicide experiment.
All yield testing of grain sorghum
had been discontinued on the Yuma

ties lost 50 to 100 per cent of their

grain to our feathered friends.
Without the bird tolerance of Georgia 615, most of these experiments

conducted at Yuma, Tempe, Mesa

and Safford may well have been lost
or would not have been made at all.
Georgia 615 is an Fi hybrid grain
sorghum ( Milo) developed at the
Georgia Experiment Station in co-

operation with the other Georgia Experiment Stations and the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Georgia 615
is the result of controlled pollination

between male sterile Redlan and a
double dwarfed Shallu. The plants
(Continued on Next Page)

Honor Darwin Anderson
With Scholarship Fund

On the left, a commercial hybrid grain sorghum with the typical compact heads. At
right is the Georgia 615 with its typically

A memorial fund has been established to honor the memory of Darwin Anderson, who was killed in a
plane crash near Las Vegas, Nev.,

open heads.

Nov. 15.

The memorial fund will provide
scholarships to the annual Youth Con -

servation Camp in Arizona. Those

wishing to contribute may send checks

;'r..i.V``a

i

`
_

(Continued from Previous Page)

by the time the grain

are characterized by loose, sprangling
heads with reddish -brown seeds. The
hard, reddish -brown seeds help make

the hybrid resistant to bird damage

and seed molding. The loose heads
aid in drying at maturity and further
prevent molding.
The accompanying photos illustrate
the open head characteristics. Note

how the open mature Georgia 615
head differs from heads of RS 610
and Regular Hegari.

is actually

Chang and Fuller, reporting in Poultry Science, observed det- Ariz., 85025.
rimental effects of tannic acid on
Funds also may be directed to Dr,
growth of chicks only when the per Andrew McComb, head, Dept. of
cent of tannin in the diet was about Watershed Management, University
.5% or higher.
of Arizona, Tucson.
utilized.

Harder to Get At

Georgia 615 also possesses longer
glumes than the RS 610 or Regular
Hegari, as indicated in close -up pho-

tographs at the head of this article.

Perhaps these longer glumes also tend

Don't Like the Taste

What is it that the birds don't like
about Georgia 615? At least two factors may be operating to discourage

to discourage the bird and send him

to something else a little easier to
eat.

What about the yield of Georgia
Have we sacrificed one factor
to gain another, as is the case so

the birds. First, according to the
originators of the hybrid, its bird re-

615?

sistance is largely associated with the
reddish -brown seed color, which in
turn is associated with an astringent
factor during the early development
of the grain. The astringency is re-

many limes?

duced as the grain matures, and at
maturity it is scarcely detectable except by chemical tests.

This astringency is due to tannic
Its content is highest in the
milk and dough stages, when bird
acid.

damage usually is at a maximum. As
the tannic acid content decreases with
time and weathering, it is logical that
eventual bird damage could occur

-

if harvest were delayed for a long

time for some reason. This reduction

in tannic acid is desirable from the
standpoint of palatability of the feed
grain.

Tannic acid percentages were determined on some mature grain standing in the field at Marana in October
1964 as follows:
-.386% tannic acid
-.270% tannic acid
Regular Hegari -.162% tannic acid
Georgia 615
RS 610

These amounts probably would not
affect the palatability for livestock to
a great extent, and may be even lower

to Wayne Kessler, president, American Society of Range Management,
6710 N. Tenth Ave., Phoenix, Ariz,,
85013, or to Murray Cox, vice president, Arizona chapter, Soil Conservation Society of America, 6029 Federal
Bldg., 230 North First Ave., Phoenix,

Yield data from the 1964 tests are
not yet available from all locations
at the time of writing. At Yuma, the
herbicide experiment was planted in
March, making two grain crops possible in one season at this lower ele-

vation of 200 feet above sea level.
The plot yields from the first har-

Darwin Anderson, a native Arizonan, received his degree from the
College of Agriculture, University of
Arizona, in 1934. He was known internationally for his knowledge and
accomplishments in management and
use of range and pasture lands, and of

soil and water resources. His entire
professional career was devoted to
range ecology, and he was one of the
Southwest's leading authorities
range revegetation.

on

He began working for the Soil Conservation Service in Safford in 1935,
and excepting for seven months with

the U.S. Forest Service, he spent his
entire working life with the SCS,
mostly in Arizona and New Mexico.

For the past 10 years he was plant

vest made about the first part of materials technician, serving Arizona,
August ranged from 5588 to 6602
pounds per acre, but unfortunately

we had no comparison with any other
variety. This first crop also had a
vigorous vegetative growth which was

chopped with a forage harvester and
used in a dairy operation with good
results. The regrowth then produced
a second grain crop.

Comparable to Hybrids

Previous grain yield tests by Georgia indicate production generally

equal to or greater than that of hy-

brids such as RS 610.

The irrigation experiment at Safford was planted about the first of

July and made a good grain crop

prior to frost, indicating the wide seasonal range under Arizona conditions.
Georgia 615 blooms from three to five
days later than RS 610.

southern Nevada and southern Utah.
Contributions to the memorial fund
should be sent in soon, so that the
memorial scholarship may be activated for next summer's conservation
camp.

The University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station system has
been able to make good use of Georgia 615 during the 1964 season to con-

duct research in many phases of agriculture. Perhaps some growers near
cities or other areas of high potential
bird damage might utilize this hybrid
to increase their "take- home" production.

January- February
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Brucellosis -free

Certification Aim
of Mohave County
James N. McDougal

What Mohave County ranchers

need most is official "Certified Bru-

cellosis Free" status for the entire
county.

This is not to say that brucellosis

poses a serious threat to cattle or people in Mohave County. It doesn't,
never has. Still the need is vitally important.
Sound contradictory? Maybe so for

the casual reader, but to the cattleman doing business in today's complex market place, this makes sense.
The fact is that even if brucellosis
never has an outbreak in the county,

the disease could still pose an eco-

DISCUSSING BRUCELLOSIS cleanup campaign are, left to right, Dr. William M.
Thompson, State Veterinarian; Dr. T. T. Oyler, Phoenix, supervisor, Animal Disease
Eradication Division, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture; Clayton Atkin, director of Northern
Livestock Assn., and (kneeling) Slats Jacobs, brand inspector on the Arizona Strip.

nomic problem for ranchers.

California Forces It

This is because our neighboring

that we do have to prove to the other

state of California is working hard

states of the nation the fact that we

and spending millions of dollars

don't actually have much brucellosis.

toward getting certified brucellosis
free status. If California gets it, and

"We must do this by following a
set of uniform methods and rules as

could be moved from Mohave County into California.

this problem is Howard Grounds,

to the number of cattle which we
cattle would have to be quarantined have to test in order to attain and
a given status."
for 30 days and tested before they maintain
One of the men who understands
Mohave County does not have it,

You can see what a blow this

would be when you consider that California is Mohave County's biggest
market for feeder and stocker cows.
These cattle, as a rule, will be main-

tained in California for a year, rais-

ing another calf.
A 30 -day quarantine and tests,
then, would make it very difficult for
cattle to move from Mohave County
across the border into California in a

practical and profitable manner.
Asked about the brucellosis problem, Dr. William M. Thompson of
Phoenix, state veterinarian answered:

It Has to be Proved

"It can be said on one hand that

Mohave County and Arizona are for-

tunate in that we don't have much

brucellosis in our livestock or in humans. However, on the other hand,
we in Arizona are unfortunate in
Mr. McDougal

is

County Agricultural

Agent in Mohave County.
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Kingman area rancher and president
of the Mohave County Livestock Association. Another is Clint Cofer, also

and tests, hence handicapping the

cattle industry there.
Local ranchers are extremely proud
of the progress made thus far in Mohave County.
Clayton Atkin, representing the
ranchers north of the Grand Canyon,
has received the Certified Brucellosis

Certificate for the Mohave County
"strip area."

In southern Mohave County, there

are more than 6,000,000 acres of
ranchland south of the Grand Cana Kingman area rancher and vice yon.
Here enough cattle have already
chairman of the livestock group.
been
tested to maintain "Modified They, among many others, are
working hard toward getting certified
brucellosis free status for the county.
The county agricultural agent and the
Extension Service are cooperating

closely with the cattlemen and the

USDA, giving all the assistance they

can.

Utah Is Certified

One of our neighboring states -

already has the certified bruUtah
cellosis -free status.

This also would pose a difficult

problem for Mohave County cattlemen were it not for the fact that the
3'2 million acres of ranch land north
of

the Grand Canyon in Mohave

County near Utah already has been
certified brucellosis free.
Were the "strip area" not certified
brucellosis -free, cattle would not be

able to move across the border into
Utah without the 30 -day quarantine

Certified" status, which requires testing every three years.
"Modified" Isn't Enough
But the "Modified- Certified" status
will not be good enough if California
gets the "Certified Brucellosis Free"
status. Under the former, the quarantine will still be necessary for cattle
moving across the border into California. With the latter, the quarantine
would not be required.
Actually, all 14 counties of Arizona
are designated as "modified" brucellosis -free areas, and have been for a
number of years. This is one of the
steps in the national program to completely eradicate brucellosis from the
United States.
To maintain this "modified" status,
it is necessary to blood test 20 per

cent of the cows in one -fifth of the
(Continued on Next Page)

OUR NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE
This is a combined Christmas and New Year's greeting to our
readers, to fellow staff members in this College of Agriculture,

our other colleagues in this great University, the newspapers
and other publications which scan our pages critically, and
to the students in this College of Agriculture who, we hope,
use this magazine as one of their texts.
We are grateful in a deeply humble way to those of you whose
words have encouraged us; to those who read this little magazine and feel it is important to them; to the authors whom we
bludgeon too often and praise too infrequently; to the other
the
publications which grant us that highest praise of all
occasional recopying or rewriting of something which first appears in these pages.
In this editor's mind the two greatest hopes for civilized man
today are education and friendship, using both terms broadly.
Granting the value of many social services, education still is
man's one trusted ladder to advancement, culturally and eco-

-

nomically.

Robin, Dad Are Winners
Robin Holland, 13, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Holland, Willcox,
holds the trophy that marks her and

her father as the top 4 -H family
judging team at the statewide Hereford 4 -H family day at the U of A
Campbell Avenue farm in Tucson.
Hereford breeders and the U of A
animal scientists sponsor this annual
family day.

Friendship, from community and campus to the far reaches of
the world, is our greatest armament against a future holocaust.
The fact that you or I can go to any point in this world in less
time than it took Cochise or Geronimo to go from Tucson to

Phoenix is solemn proof that this big apple we live on has
shrunk through the sciences of communication. Today every
man on this globe is our neighbor - and we all must learn to
be good neighbors. That is the implication which must gu'de
our future.
Agricultural science is in the forefront in extending this hand
of friendship. Scientific knowledge of the non -military kind,
knowledge which can help in the feeding, clothing, education

and health of people everywhere, is most important, for

(Continued from Previous Page)

herds in each county every three

years. This is what has been done in
the past.
Aids Marketing Movement
Obviously, the next and final step
in the program is to qualify these
"modified" areas as "Certified Brucel-

losis -Free Areas," with the goal of

unrestricted movement of cattle statewide and nationwide with regard to
brucellosis.

To be raised to the certified free

status, it will be necessary to test all
herds instead of just one -fifth of the
herds in the county.

This does not mean that 100 per
cent of the cattle in each herd must
be tested. In many of the herds the
number of head to be tested will be

lc:s than the 20 per cent now re-

quired. The largest number of cows
anyone would be required to test is
150.

This test will be good for five years

instead of three years as now is the
case.

it

knows no nationalistic boundaries.
The daily mail, bringing inquiries to our staff members from
scores of nations, is quickly scanned and carefully answered.

This magazine goes to many lands, and this College has in-

stalled its own staff members in a great Latin American
country.

-

These, then, are the twin hopes of mankind
education and
friendship. Together they can create worldwide happiness
and useful abundance. Without them can come only disaster.
John Burnham, Editor
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